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The legal deficiency of publishing calendars and the 
problems caused by calendars and dictionaries of given 
names based on lay ideas in Hungary*

1. On the problem
The legal regulation of personal name giving (if there is any) varies from 
country to country. The contemporary Hungarian regulation can be regarded 
as moderately strict, while the publication of calendars is not restricted by law. 
There is no one and only official calendar; on the contrary, anyone has the right 
to publish calendars and match any name with any day of the year. Moreover, 
the published calendars are not registered in any database, consequently, there 
is no information about the number of calendars available in Hungary today.

Although these facts do not seem to be connected, the paper will demonstrate 
the way these two fields influence each other, causing several onomastic, 
administrative, and social problems.

2. The legal regulation of personal name giving in present-day 
Hungary
Starting with the main rules of choosing given names, it must be emphasized 
that every Hungarian citizen has to bear one or two given names corresponding 
to their sex and parents may choose only from an official list of names. 
However, they have the right to apply to the authorities if they would like to 
give their baby a name which is not on this list. In these cases, the application is 
considered by the Given Name Comittee working within the Research Institute 
for Linguistics of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. This committee only 
has the right to recommend, but the authorities regularly accept its positive 
or negative verdict. Names suggested by the committee are automatically put 
on the list of registrable names for boys and girls, updated monthly on the 
homepage of the Research Institute for Linguistics.1 In the case of names that 
are not recommended, parents are entitled to go to court, if they persist with 
their choice. It is important to note that the thirteen recognized minorities 
of Hungary have their own respective official name lists compiled by their 
respective representatives (S. DáViD ed. 2004, BREnnER–ERB–kniPF 2015). 

 * This paper was supported by the János Bolyai Research Scholarship of the Hungarian Academy 
of Sciences

  1 Male names: http://www.nytud.mta.hu/oszt/nyelvmuvelo/utonevek/osszesffi.pdf, female names: 
http://www.nytud.mta.hu/oszt/nyelvmuvelo/utonevek/osszesnoi.pdf.
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These lists contain many names which are not on the official list for non-
minority Hungarian citizens. If minority parents choose a name which is not on 
the list for their minority and the list for non-minority citizens, they may apply 
to their respective national minority self-government. As minority descent 
does not have to be proven, several non-minority parents whose application 
is rejected by the Given Name Committee take a chance by applying to one or 
more national minority self-government. (For further information see RaáTZ 
2012.)

3. The importance of calendars in Hungarian name giving
The system of motivation behind picking a certain given name in Hungary 
has changed significantly in the past 50–70 years (cf. RaáTZ 2008). While 
previously the main motive was to follow the naming traditions of the family, 
the region, or the country, finding more unique names for babies has become 
a general intention of parents over the second half of the 20th century. Due to 
this change, people seek new names from different sources, mostly from name 
dictionaries and calendars that contain given names.

To clearly understand the importance of calendars in Hungarian name giving, 
the tradition of name days must be known. This can be traced to the Christian 
celebrations of saints’ days. Although a significant part of the Hungarian 
population is not connected to the Catholic or the Orthodox Churches today, 
the habit of celebrating one’s name day is so deeply rooted in culture that it lost 
its religious features long ago and celebrations with gift-giving have become 
general practice on these days, similarly to birthdays. Consequently, many 
parents consider it highly important to pick a name which has a name day. 
The calendars’ importance has been emphasized by the centuries-long habit 
of choosing the name of the saint whose day the child was born on. Although 
this tradition has been overshadowed by other motives during the 20th century, 
the significance of calendars was preserved in another naming intention: to 
choose a name with a celebration day which is far from the child’s birthday to 
distribute the days of gift-giving relatively evenly over the year. For this reason, 
parents who manage to register the name they apply for often ask the Given 
Name Committe to propose a name day for it. The proposal usually happens 
randomly, except in cases when the new name can be connected to another one. 
(E.g. the name Gergő became a registrable given name from a nickname of 
Gergely ‘Gregory’, so the two can be celebrated on the same day.) Due to the 
relatively fast growth of the given name stock, in 2013 the Committee created 
4 “days of rare names”, one in each season (the 15th of January, April, July and 
October). Anyone who has no unique name day may select one of them. Since 
the right to create a new name day is not legally regulated or restricted, parents 
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also may designate a day of celebration. Apparently, the absence of regulation 
in this field leads to a great variability in name days. To counter this uncertainty 
and help parents in their decisions, a new given name dictionary was published, 
in which the authors connected all known name days or created new ones if 
needed to every name which was registrable on 1 January 2017 (FERcSik–
RaáTZ 2017).

4. Two problems caused by the unregulated publishing of calendars
4.1. Deficiencies in name days

The word variability is used over confusion because the majority of calendars 
contain traditional name days, which provides a relative stability to the whole 
picture. However, when a name is connected to more than one day, as the more 
than 30 celebrations of Mária (‘Mary’), not every single one of the name days 
can be found in each calendar. For example, the 20th of October is a traditional 
name day of Irén ‘Irene’ but many calendars fail to mark it, despite the fact that 
Irén was still the 16th most frequent name in the whole population in 2016.2 
The problem is that people usually consider the name days they have become 
used to in their milieu the “real celebration” of names and if they cannot find 
the day in the calendar they may feel disappointed. Moreover, this feeling can 
be escalated by discovering a rather rare name marked on the same day, such as 
Vendel (a male name of German origin) instead of Irén.

4.2. Problems with calendars based on lay ideas

Nevertheless, these troubles are dwarfed by those caused by calendars and lay 
dictionaries of given names full of unofficial names which are claimed to be of 
ancient Hungarian origin. In the following, I will demonstrate the main features 
of these calendars and dictionaries based on three typical and easily available 
representatives of this type: Regélő Falinaptár [Regélő Wall Calendar], 
Tengri hun–magyar naptár [Tengri Hun–Hungarian Calendar],3 and Magyar 
Keresztnevek Tára [The Collection of Hungarian Given Names],4 which is a 
dictionary connected to a calendar available on the internet.

Their main common characteristic is that their editors reject the Finno-
Ugric origin of the Hungarian language and nation, merging the ideas of the 
linguistic and ethnic origin of a people. I will not go into details regarding 

  2 According to the official statistics published yearly: http://www.nyilvantarto.hu/hu/statisz tikak 
(12-11-2017).

  3 Tengrism is a modern subculture based upon a mixture of the ancient beliefs of steppe people, 
samanism etc. See http://www.tengri.hu/index.php/en/ (12-11-2017).

  4 In the following, these will be cited by their title translated into English.
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the social-historical or socio-psychological background of this phenomenon, 
as several monographs and papers have dealt with this topic exhaustively 
(e.g. komoRócZY 1976, hEGEDűS 2003, HoNTI ed. 2010, HoNTI 2012, etc.) 
However, it has to be mentioned that searching for more splendid ancestors 
for a nation is an international problem. The Hungarians and the Hungarian 
language have been considered by different lay theories relatives of Sumerians, 
Etruscans, several Turkic and Iranian peoples, aliens from Sirius etc. The belief 
in the genetic relationship between the Huns, the Scythians and the Hungarians 
roots in the medieval chronicle tradition, while the others are ideas from the 
19th–20th centuries.

The calendars mentioned above do not distinguish between languages, 
handling them as if they were the different embodiments of the same language. 
For example, the dictionary part of The Collection of Hungarian Given Names 
describes the name Ur-Engur as a Hungarian male name of Sumerian origin,5 
and the name Kötény as a male name of Hungarian–Cuman origin.6 Moreover, 
the dictionary commonly does not deal with the origin of the name but with the 
original name bearer (e.g. a Hun, Scythian etc. person mentioned in a medieval 
chronicle or a fictional character from an alternative Hungarian mythology 
or history). For instance, the name Mátra is described as follows: “The name 
was borne by several chief-shamans before Christ in the Carpathian basin, the 
mountain was named after one of them, probably because he lived there.”7 In 
reality, there are no sources of any Hungarian shamans from the time, especially 
not in the Carpathian basin, where Hungarians only settled at the end of the 9th 
century.

This example reflects another typical problem of these calendars and 
dictionaries: they create names from the place names of Hungary, which they 
regard to be of Hungarian, Scythian, Hun etc. origin, not knowing or refusing to 
acknowledge their veritable origin. However, the real problem is the toponymic 
origin of these given names, which clashes with the principle of the Given 
Name Committee that place names can only be accepted as given names if they 
are of anthroponymic origin.8

Since the calendars do not accept the linguistic explanation of the origin of 
names, their name stock is rather mixed in origin. While they claim to contain 

  5 http://magyarnevek.hu/nevek/ferfinevek/U/Ur-Engur.
  6 http://magyarnevek.hu/nevek/ferfinevek/K/K%C3%B6t%C3%A9ny
  7  “A Kárpát-medencében Kr.e. több fősámán viselte ezt a nevet, egyikükről kapta a hegység 

az elnevezését, valószínűleg, mert ott lakott.” http://magyarnevek.hu/nevek/noinevek/M/M% 
C3% A1tra.

  8 The principles can be found on the homepage of the Research Institute for Linguistics: http://
www.nytud.hu/oszt/nyelvmuvelo/utonevek/alapelvek.html
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only ancient Hungarian names, and the Collection of Hungarian Given Names 
eliminates some Christian names such as Mária ‘Mary’, or Mihály ‘Michael’, 
others can be found in it, e.g. György ‘George’, or Margit ‘Margaret’. Similarly, 
the Tengri Hun–Hungarian Calendar9 contains the female name Piroska ‘Prisca’ 
of Latin origin or Boriska, a nickname of the Christian name Borbála ‘Barbara’.

Listing further typical deviations common in the three calendars, the following 
content is of note: non-official orthographic, phonetic or morphological variants 
of registrable names, e.g. Kötény and Szömöre instead of the registrable Kötöny 
and Szemere; non-official pairs for registrable names by gender, e.g. Atánka as 
a female pair of the official male name Atos (Collection of Hungarian Given 
Names); names with spelling or orthography uncharacteristic in Hungarian, e.g. 
Énee or Sellö (Regélő Wall Calendar), neither double e nor ö are typical at 
the end of Hungarian words; names of common word origin that may become 
registrable if the parents apply for it but are currently not part of the given name 
stock, e.g. Pillangó ‘Butterfly’ (in both).

What are the consequencies of these problems? First, such calendars spread 
nonlinguists’ views not only about the given name stock but also about the 
origin of the Hungarian language and nation. Second, parents, who ingenuously 
choose a name from such a calendar, often face the problem that the name 
cannot be registered officially. They do not understand, why the Given Name 
Committee refuses their application, as they found the name in a calendar or in 
a dictionary of given names.

5. Conclusion
Thinking over these questions, the real problem is not the lack of legal regulation 
in publishing calendars per se. It is evident, that there are no similar troubles 
in countries where name giving is not restricted by law. In fact, the problem 
is generated by the legal differences between the two fields. The resolution 
could either be to liberate personal name giving, or to restrict the publishing of 
calendars.

 9 Moreover, Tengri months do not overlap with traditional Christian months but follow the 
zodiac. They also have their own names (e.g. Kéksólyom hava ‘the month of the blue hawk’, 
between 21 December and 20 January, or 22 December and 21 January). See tengri.hu.
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Abstract
The paper deals with the legal deficiency of publishing calendars in Hungary, 
which may generate a complex problem in the administration of personal name 
giving. Calendars contain the names connected to the days they are celebrated 
on. Although this habit goes back for the veneration of saints, the majority 
of non-Catholic Hungarians also celebrates their “name day”. Due to this, 
choosing names from a calendar is still a way of name giving. At the same 
time, the publishing of calendars lacks legal regulation, anybody may publish 
them and match any name with any days of the year. While most calendars 
follow traditions, there are some uncommon ones, full of non-existent names, 
e.g. some which are claimed to be ancient Hungarian. As a result, parents, who 
chose a name from a “non-regular” calendar, may run into difficulties, as that 
the name cannot be registered officially. In this case, they may apply to the 
Committee of Given Names of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences for the 
reception of the name into the given name stock. This process can be full of 
confrontations, while a great number of problems could be avoided by a single 
regulation for the publishing of calendars.

Keywords: calendar, dictionary of given names, personal name giving, law, 
lay ideas


